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ABSTRACT
An actuarial method has been developed for determining
energy savings from retrofits from energy use data for a number
of buildings. This method should be contrasted with the traditional method of using pre- and post-retrofit data on the same
building. The actuarial approach derives, from a database,
probability density functions (PDFs) for energy savings from
retrofits by creating peer groups for the user’s pre/post buildings. From the energy use distribution of the two groups, the
savings PDF is derived. This provides the basis for engineering analysis as well as financial risk analysis, leading to investment decisions. Several technical issues are addressed: the
savings PDF is obtained from the pre- and post-PDF through
a convolution. Smoothing using kernel density estimation is
applied to make the PDF more realistic. The number of buildings in a peer group can be increased through a neighborhood
methodology. Correlations between pre- and post-buildings
are addressed to improve the savings PDF. Sample size effects
are addressed through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and
quantile-quantile plots.

number of buildings for which pre- and post-data are available
for a given building is limited; furthermore, if additional characteristics, such as climate and building size, are included as
filters, then the number of cases available for benchmarking
the performance of retrofits is extremely limited.

INTRODUCTION

An alternative approach is an actuarial one. If a database with
energy performance data on a large number of buildings is
created, then the energy performance of retrofits can be evaluated
without explicitly requiring data from the same building, pre and
post, as follows: for a given building under evaluation, identify
buildings in the database that are its peers, in terms of major characteristics that determine energy use, such as size, type of HVAC
system, and climate. From this peer group, knowing the measured
energy use index (EUI)—energy use per unit area for each building in the group—as determined from energy use data, we can
obtain a probability density function (PDF) of energy use for such
buildings. If we have the EUI for the building under consideration, we can determine where this building is in relation to its
peers. Any retrofits to be done on this building change its characteristics, and a new peer group can be formed from the buildings in the database. This new peer group gives the probability
density function for the EUI of the post-retrofit building.

Evaluation of the performance of retrofits in buildings is
important for building owners, for firms providing retrofit
products and services, and for institutions that provide financing and incentives for such measures. A novel actuarial
approach utilizing only measured data, without requiring data
from the same buildings pre and post, is described in this
paper. It complements the range of tools that have been developed over the years, including measurement and verification
protocols, engineering simulations, and case studies, as well
as projects with pre- and post-retrofit performance data. The

The term actuarial needs to be clarified. Actuarial is used
in this paper in the sense that the pre- and post-buildings need
not be the same, and the savings distribution is determined by
statistics (Hernandez 2009). Actuarial has been used in a
different sense in the context of pricing of energy-efficiency
projects (Mathew et al. 2005). If we have measured savings
(energy as well as financial) from a large number of projects,
then we can develop probability distributions of savings and
use them for actuarial pricing of energy-efficiency projects
with a portfolio-based approach to risk management.
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The methodologies discussed in this paper are developed
in a general context, but could be used in a range of applications. As an example, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Buildings Performance Database (DOE 2012) is intended to be an
actuarial database and contains information on hundreds of
thousands of buildings. The current version of the BPD uses
the pre- and post- probability density functions to estimate
likely savings from a retrofit, but has not implemented the
portfolio method, kernel density estimation, correlations
between pre and post buildings, the neighborhood method or
the quantile tests.

sources of data, for constructing samples under a wide range
of filters, it is highly desirable to have a larger database.
While working with finite samples, the probability function is discrete. As discussed later, this can be turned into a
continuous probability density function (PDF). Even a
discrete distribution is a special case of a continuous one. We
will therefore work with a continuous PDF and explicitly work
with a discrete distribution when necessary. We will denote
this PDF by a function P(x), where x is the EUI. Those building
characteristics that are specified will not be explicitly shown;
the rest are assumed to be integrated out.

METHODOLOGY FOR A SINGLE BUILDING

Probability Density Function of
Savings from a Retrofit

Probability Density Function for
Energy-Use Intensity

Consider a building for which the PDF for EUI is determined as before. A retrofit of this building modifies its characteristics and results in a new PDF for the EUI. If Ppre(xpre)
is the PDF of the pre-retrofit building, and Ppost(xpost) is the
PDF of the post-retrofit building, the savings PDF Psavings(x)
is given, under the assumption of independent pre- and postdistributions, by

If all variables that govern energy use in a building are
specified, then the EUI of that building is, in principle, well
determined. For real buildings, not all such variables are
known; only a subset of them is known. If two buildings have
the same values for all the known variables, the unknown variables result in their EUIs being different. Even for a given
building, even after accounting for known variations in the
known variables, the energy use varies from one period to
another; for example, energy use in the same month from one
year to the next (even if we correct for weather). This uncontrolled variability can be thought of as resulting in a probability distribution for the EUI; the building stock in the entire
United States can be thought of as the population for this probability distribution. If all the important variables that determine energy use are specified, this distribution will be peaked.
As a practical matter, we will be dealing with much smaller
samples than the total population. As we create groups with
similar characteristics, or as we add more buildings to the database, the underlying statistical considerations should be kept
in mind.
A list of important variables for a commercial building
would include size, age, facility type (office, hotel, and so on),
heating fuel and system type, cooling fuel and system type,
occupancy, climate in which the building is located, heating
and cooling system efficiencies, lighting type, air-handler type
(e.g., CAV, VAV), window type, and wall insulation level. A
similar list for residential buildings includes size, age, type
(single-family, multifamily), heating fuel and system type,
cooling system type, climate in which the building is located,
window type and area, attic and wall insulation levels, and
heating and cooling system efficiencies. The above list can be
expanded or contracted, depending on the context and availability of data.
The Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS) (EIA 2005) has a list of variables deemed important
determinants of energy use in commercial buildings. Similarly, the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS)
(EIA 2007) has a similar list. Although these are excellent
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where represents the Dirac  function. Equation 1 can be
simplified to a convolution integral,
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It is instructive to look at some simple cases. If the preand post-distributions are Gaussian with widths pre, post,
then the savings is a Gaussian with width
2
2
 savings =  pre +  post . The mean savings is the difference
in the means of the pre- and post-distributions. This is shown
in Figure 1.
From a practical point of view, Ppre(xpre) is represented by
pre
pre
pre
a set of Npre buildings with EUI at x 1 , x 2 , , x pre , and
N
Ppost(xpost) is similarly represented by a set of Npost buildings
post
post
post
with EUI at x 1 , x 2 , , x pre . Now psavings(xsavings) is
N
pre
post
represented by a set of N  N
values at
pre

xi

post

– xj

,

(3)

where i = 1, ..., Npre, and j = 1, ..., Npost.
The convolution can be performed very efficiently using
fast Fourier transforms. This is especially efficient when Npre
and Npost are large. A better approach is to use smoothing by
kernel density estimation combined with fast Fourier transforms. This is discussed later.
An example follows. Suppose we have 22 buildings in the
pre-retrofit peer group. The corresponding EUIs are represented by the 22 blue diamond markers in the bottom panel of
NY-14-025
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Figure 1 Savings distribution from Gaussian pre- and postdistributions. EUI in kBtu/ft2 (1 kBtu/ft2 =
11.36 MJ/m2).
Figure 2. Similarly, the post peer group has eight buildings,
with their EUIs shown as red squares of Figure 2 (the lines on
which the and post buildings lie are offset for visual clarity).
The convolution results in 176 savings combinations, and
these are shown as green circles in the bottom panel of
Figure 2. The corresponding histogram is shown in the top
panel of Figure 2.
METHODOLOGY FOR A
PORTFOLIO OF BUILDINGS
The previous section dealt with the probability distribution
of savings from retrofit for a single building. Although this
provides valuable information in the context of a single building,
the actuarial approach is much more natural and powerful in the
context of a portfolio of buildings. Many institutions, such as utilities, large real estate holding companies, and financial investment companies are interested in the energy performance of a
portfolio of buildings. Financial risk analysis methods can be
applied by combining the energy savings PDF of the portfolio
with distributions of future fuel prices and capital costs. The
buildings in the portfolio may be of different sizes, usage, and
geographic location. The problem now is to determine the savings
PDF for the portfolio. If there are N buildings in a portfolio with
savings
savings
savings PDF given by P 1
 x 1 , , P N
 x N  , the PDF of
the total savings, under the assumption that the savings from various buildings are independent of each other, is given by
savings
P Portfolio  x  =

 d x1 P1

savings

savings
 x 1 d x N P N
 x N   x 1 +  + x N – x 

(4)
We can substitute Equation 2 in place of each of the
savings PDFs. The mean savings is given by
Savings portfolio = Savings  1  +  + Savings  N  .
NY-14-025
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Figure 2 Pre-, post-, and savings for the example are
shown in the bottom panel. In the top panel, the
saving histogram is shown. EUI in kBtu/ft2
(1 kBtu/ft2 = 11.36 MJ/m2).
To appreciate the power of the portfolio approach,
consider the simple case when the individual PDFs are Gaussian. The savings PDF for the portfolio also is Gaussian, with
a width given by
 portfolio =

2

2

 1  +  +  N  .

If we further assume that all the buildings in the portfolio
are identical, then the savings is N times the single-building
savings. The width of the Gaussian is N . Thus, in relation to
the savings, the Gaussian is more peaked; the downside risk is
thereby mitigated. This is the familiar law of large numbers.
It was seen in the last section that the number of savings
cases for a single building is the product of the number of
buildings in the pre-group and the number in the post-group.
The number of savings cases in the portfolio is the product of
numbers for each building. This number can become very
large, making the straightforward combinatorics infeasible.
However, as before, efficient implementation is possible using
fast Fourier transforms. This will be discussed below in
combination with smoothing.
SMOOTHING BY KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION
The probability distribution function of EUI based on a finite
set of buildings has so far been as a function with sharp peaks at
the values of EUI (Figure 2). For the pre-buildings, we have
P

pre

x
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N

pre
pre
pre
1
 = ------------    x
– xi  .
N pre i = 1

(6)
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When the number of cases is large enough, we can
create a histogram, as was done in Figure 2 for the savings
case. In general, Equation 6 is unrealistic, especially when
the number of buildings is small. Kernel density estimation
allows, through smoothing, inferences about the population based on a finite data sample. The basic idea is to
spread out the delta function. This can be done using a
number of different functions; we will use a Gaussian function. An important issue is to determine the width of the
smoothing function. Statistical packages, such as the open
source R, allow a choice of smoothing function and choice
of bandwidth selection methods (including user input). In
the examples shown below, we will use R with a Gaussian
function for smoothing with width given by the option SJ
for bandwidth.
Even when the number of pre- and or post-buildings is
small, the number of cases for savings (being the product of the
number of pre and post buildings) can be large enough. For data
confidentiality purposes, outputs with a small number of preand/or post-buildings can be heavily smoothed for display
purposes without affecting the savings distribution.
Let us look at some practical examples. The smoothed
PDFs corresponding to the discrete data of Figure 2 are shown
in Figure 3. The R package gave band widths of 6.1, 6.3, and
6.6 for the pre-, post-, and savings curves, respectively. Also,
it outputs the PDF values at 512 points (it can be changed). The
y-axis shows the probability density. We can convert this to a
histogram of probabilities in the 512 bins by multiplying the
y-axis values by the width of the bin (equal to 1/512).
When the EUI of a building is small, smoothing may
result in some negative values, as can be seen for the postdistribution in Figure 3. This is a small enough part that we can
accept the negative values and continue, or we can reset probabilities of negative EUI values to zero and redistribute those
probabilities among the positive values.

It is important to get the technical details right. It is
perhaps best to shift each of the pre- and post-distributions so
that each has a zero mean. Second, we need to determine the
common minimum and maximum values over which the
distributions are defined. This range should cover the range of
the portfolio savings distribution. This is a much broader range
than the range of the individual savings distributions. In fact,
the maximum portfolio savings occurs when each of the buildings has its maximum savings (similarly minimum). This
range is to be discretized into points where n is large enough
for the individual pre- and post-distributions to be resolved.
Detailed examples will be provided in a future publication.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
PRE- AND POST-BUILDINGS
So far we have tacitly assumed that the pre- and postPDFs are uncorrelated. It is possible, even likely, that if the
pre-building ranks high in energy efficiency in its peer group,
the post-building also ranks high in its new peer group. The
effect of this is to make the savings PDF more peaked. The risk
profile is strongly influenced by how peaked the PDF is. A
good explanation can be found in (Rickard et al. 1998). It is
therefore very important to analyze this correlation further. A
manifestation of the correlation is that if we select identical
characteristics for the pre- and the post-buildings, the savings
should be zero. If we ignore the correlation, the savings has
zero mean but shows a spread. (A spread may come from other
unrelated reasons, such as random year-to-year variations in
energy use).
It is easy to show that because
xsavings = xpre – xpost .

In the example above, we explicitly constructed the
discrete values of the savings and then applied smoothing.
When the number of buildings is large, and especially when
dealing with a portfolio of buildings, this method is unwieldy,
if not unworkable. In those cases, a feasible method is to use
the convolution theorem and fast Fourier transforms. We will
now describe the method in the context of a portfolio. A single
building is a special case of a portfolio.
It is easy to show that by combining Equations 1 and 4 and
taking Fourier transforms, we find that the Fourier transform
of the savings for the portfolio is the product of the Fourier
transforms of the individual pre -distributions and the complex
conjugate of the Fourier transforms of the individual postdistributions. We first smooth the individual pre- and postdistributions (for example, using the R package), and then take
the fast Fourier transform also using the R package. A simple
multiplication of the fast Fourier transforms (and conjugates
as appropriate) and taking the inverse transform gives the
desired answer.
4

Figure 3 Smoothed probability density functions. EUI in
kBtu/ft2 (1 kBtu/ft2 = 11.36 MJ/m2).
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The quantity P(xpre, xpost) is the joint probability distribution that needs external considerations. Even without explicitly dealing with this joint distribution, we can analyze several
different cases through the covariance.

Obtaining such a result was one of the motivations for developing this approach.
We do not have enough empirical data to determine the
correlation coefficient or even to offer guidelines. A study
involving the same pre- and post-buildings is necessary to
develop such guidance. Such studies are planned, but for now
we will leave r as a user input.
Let us consider an example. Referring back to Figure 2,
the savings has a mean of 37.4. If we use a value of 0.5 for r,
then, from Equation 13, we see that all values on either side of
37.4 are pulled toward this mean, such that their distance from
the mean is reduced to 0.5 times its value. The resulting histogram is shown in Figure 4. (In comparing with Figure 2, note
the y-axis scale). A narrower histogram results in a very different risk profile.

•

NEIGHBORHOOD METHODOLOGY

It follows that
2

2

2

 savings =  pre +  post – 2  cov pre, post ,

(7)

where represents variance and cov represents covariance,
defined as
cov pre, post =

 dx
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Case 1: Pre and post are uncorrelated, covpre,post = 0,
2
2
2
resulting in  savings =  pre +  post .
Case 2: Pre and post are perfectly correlated,

•

cov pre, post =  pre   post,  savings =  pre –  post .

•

Case 3: Pre and post imperfectly correlated. In this case,
we can write:
cov pre, post =  pre   post   pre, post
2

2

(9)

2

 savings =  pre +  post – 2   pre   post   pre, post

(10)

where the correlation coefficient is between 0 and 1. Let us
define
2

2

 pre +  post – 2   pre   post   pre, post
2
-.
r = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
 pre +  post

(11)

Note that r varies from |pre – post| to 1. We now need to
reduce the variance of savings by a factor r2, compared to the
uncorrelated case, without affecting the mean. (For a Gaussian, this is equivalent to shrinking the width without affecting
the mean). This is done by modifying the savings PDF as
follows:
savings

P mod

1 savings 
x – AvSav
 x  = ---  P
AvSav + -------------------------


r
r

Recall that, given a set of building characteristics, we
create a group of buildings from the database that are peers
with the same characteristics. For categorical variables, such
as HVAC system types, buildings with the same system types
are selected. For numerical variables, such as square footage,
a range is specified. As long as this range is small, variations
within this range can be neglected and the EUI probability
functions created.
One can increase the size of the peer group by expanding
the ranges (even expand to include different values of some
categorical variables). The variations within these broad
ranges can no longer be ignored, and need to be accounted for.
This is the basic idea of the neighborhood method. If necessary, these corrections can be determined from simulated data.
The intent is not to populate the database with modeled or
simulated data, but to use it only to correct for the differences
within the peer group. It is necessary to correct for all the

(12)

In the case of discrete peer groups, it is easy to see that this
is equivalent to modifying Equation 3 as follows:
x

pre

 – x

post

pre

 + r   xi

– x

pre

post

 – x j

– x

post

 

(13)

where i = 1, ..., Npre and j =1, ..., Npost, and where AvSav represents the average savings. It is important to note that, in
analyzing a portfolio, the correlation coefficient can be set
independently for each building, and the modifications
entailed by Equation 13 should be done for each building
before portfolio bins are populated.
If the pre- and post-buildings are the same, we have
perfect correlation and r = 0. In this limit r  0 , the function
Psavings is a function at 0, and the savings is 0 with no spread.
NY-14-025

Figure 4 Savings distribution when pre- and post-buildings
are correlated (r = 0.5). EUI in kBtu/ft2 (1 kBtu/ft2
= 11.36 MJ/m2).
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important differences; we will discuss them in the context of
(a) weather and (b) building characteristics.
Neighborhoods for Weather
It is common to model the monthly energy consumption as
dependent on only the monthly average dry-bulb temperature
(Kissock et al. 2003). Although humidity should also be considered, as long as modeling the effect of changing the location is
not considered, the temperature acts to an extent as a proxy for
humidity. In applying the neighborhood method to include a
range of weather, a change of location is considered. It is therefore important to include humidity even if it is not in the model.
Thus, characteristics used to characterize neighborhood need
not be the same ones used in applying corrections. Thus, we will
use the change point method dependent only on dry-bulb
temperature for corrections while using the following characteristics to determine the weather neighborhood:
•
•
•

heating degree-days (base 65°F/18.3°C): HDD65
cooling degree-days (base 50°F/10°C): CDD50
design wet-bulb temperature: DWB

The choice of these variables is motivated by ANSI/
ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2010, Energy Standard for
Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings (ASHRAE
2010). These variables for some 500 locations in the United
States are given in Appendix D of this document. Suppose we
want to form peer groups for a building in a location (subscript
0) with HDD650, CDD500, and DWB0. We first find all locations (subscript n) that satisfy the following constraints:
•
•
•

Constraint 1: HDD65 n – HDD65 0   H
Constraint 2: CDD50 n – CDD50 0   C
Constraint 3: DWB n – DWB 0   W

These constraints define a box centered on the point of
interest 0. We have found it desirable to impose an ellipsoidal
constraint as well:
•

Constraint 4:
2
2
2
2
2
 HDD65 n – HDD65 0  + r 1  CDD50 – CDD50 0  + r 2  DWB n – DWB 0 

d

For proper intersection of the box and ellipsoid, the
following additional constraints are necessary:
•

d - , and r  ------d- .
d   H , r 1  -----2
C
W

A useful set of values (units: °F days, and °F wet-bulb
temperatures) are: H = 800°F days (444.4°C days), C =
600°F days (333.3°C days), W = 3°F (1.67°C); r1 = 1.5,
r2 = 250, d = 1200. The user should use judgement in determining the appropriate values.
As an example, consider a building in Indianapolis:
HDD650 = 5521°F days (3067°C days), CDD500 = 3543°F
days (1968°C days), and DWB0 =74°F (23.3°C). With the
6

above criteria for defining weather neighborhoods, we can
show that Dayton, Columbus, Cincinnati, Lafayette, Fort
Wayne, and South Bend stations are in the neighborhood. We
can now impose the building characteristics criteria (such as
square footage, etc.) to form peer groups. Adjustments for the
differences in the weather between Indianapolis (location of
interest) and the neighborhood locations can be done using the
change point method (Kissock et al. 2003): The EUI of a building in Dayton for example can be adjusted to reflect its performance under Indianapolis weather. Note that this is a variant
of weather normalization.
Note that we have so far only discussed adjustments for
weather neighborhoods. Adjustments for building characteristics are discussed below.
Neighborhoods for Building Characteristics
Neighborhoods for building characteristics can be
defined similar to that for weather: through boxes, or ellipsoids, or a combination of both. Adjustments for the differences is, however, far more complex. Identifying the
important characteristics that determine the EUI is the first
problem. A functional form, even an empirical one, that
governs EUI as a function of these characteristics will allow
the adjustments to be calculated. Determining such a function
is complex: if a large amount of data on EUI and the characteristics were available, such a function can be determined
through some parametric or nonparametric method. For values
of characteristics for which such data is unavailable, one
possibility is to generate it from a large number of simulations;
these data are to be used only to determine the adjustments.
For illustration purposes, we will now consider CBECS
data (EIA 2005) and the EPA EnergyStar model (EPA 2007).
The EPA model relates EUI linearly to the logarithm of the
building area (CLnSqFt), density of personal computers
(CPCDen), logarithm of hours of operation (CLnWkHrs),
logarithm of worker density (ClnWkrDen), heating degreedays (CHDD), percent area heated (PH), cooling degree-days
(CCDD), and percent area cooled (PC) as follows. The prefix
C on the variables denotes that they are shifted to have a mean
value of zero. Details can be found in the referenced document.
EUI = A 0 + A 1  CLnArea + A 2  CPCDen + A 3  CLnWkHrs
+ A 4  CLnWkrDen + A 5  CHDDxPH + A 6  CCDDxPC

In the I-P units used in (EPA 2007), the coefficients are:
A0 = 186.6, A1 = 34.17, A2 = 17.28, A3 = 55.96,
A4 = 10.34, A5 = 0.0077, A6 = 0.0144
Let us use subscript 0 for the building to be analyzed and
n for a building in the neighborhood. The neighborhood can be
defined simply as a box centered around the building to be
analyzed. Ranges for logarithmic variables should be defined
properly: for example, the area range for a 60,000 ft2 building
should be defined to be between 60,000/1.5 and 60,000 1.5,
NY-14-025
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where the factor 1.5 is a user-determined factor. If the user’s
building has a PCDensity of 3.6 with a user-defined width of
2.5 on either side, the range may be defined to be 3.6±2.5, etc.
The adjustment of EUI can now be determined as
Area
ADJ 0n = A 1  Ln  --------------0- + A 2   PCDen 0 – PCDen n 
 Area 
n
WkHrs 0 
WkrDen 0 
+ A 3  Ln  ----------------------- + A 4  Ln  ------------------------- WkHrs1 
 WkrDen1 
n

n

+ A 5   HDD_PH 0 – HDD_PH n 
+ A 6   CDD_PH 0 – CDD_PH n  .

Note that the coefficient A0 is not present in the adjustment. The shift of the independent variables also drops out. If
EUIn is the energy use index of a building in the peer group of
the building 0, the probability density function is constructed
using not the set of EUIn, but the set EUIn + ADJ0n. The point
of this is to illustrate the neighborhood methodology in a
simple implementation.

abilities, e.g., 1%, 2%, 3%, …, 99%, 100%, we can form
pairs of EUIs for the two samples. We can now plot the two
EUIs against each other. This is the quantile-quantile plot
and is shown in Figure 6.
The values lie close to the unit slope line, thereby
providing evidence that the two samples came from the
same underlying distribution. When the sample sizes are
large, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test tends to be overly
sensitive for our purposes. The quantile-quantile is the
preferred approach.
SUMMARY
An actuarial approach to retrofit savings—which does not
require the pre- and post-buildings to be the same—has been

STATISTICAL TESTS OF ROBUSTNESS
If more buildings are added to a database, the peer groups
may change, thereby modifying the distribution. The question
arises if the difference between the two distributions can be
explained by changes in the sample size. Similar issues arise
if we create a smaller peer group as a random subset of a larger
peer group. We need statistical methods to test the hypothesis
that the two samples came from the same underlying distribution.
An example will illustrate the approach. Consider two
samples, one of 155 residential buildings and another of 117.
We would like to test if the EUI (kWh per ft2 in, say, January)
distributions of the two samples are from the same underlying
distribution. We can first inspect the two histograms to see if
they are similar; better yet, we will work with the smoothed
probability density functions. A plot of the two PDFs is shown
in Figure 5.
A non-parametric way to test if the two samples came
from the same underlying distribution is the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (R-Manual 2010). The R package provides a
way of performing these tests. The result of the test is characterized by two quantities, generally denoted by D and p.
The D-value for our test was 0.12, and the p-value was 0.30.
This is interpreted as follows: the probability of obtaining a
D-value of 0.12 or less by chance even when the two samples
came from the same distribution is 30%. This implies that
two distributions are consistent with the same underlying
distribution.
Another common way to test if the two samples came
from the same underlying distribution is through the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot. First, using the discrete samples, the
two cumulative probabilities are determined. These are
inverted to get EUI for each sample as a function of the cumulative probability. For each value of a set of cumulative probNY-14-025

Figure 5 Smoothed probability density functions of the
two samples. EUI in kBtu/ft2 (1 kBtu/ft2 =
11.36 MJ/m2).

Figure 6 Quantile-quantile plot of the two samples. EUI in
kBtu/ft2 (1 KBtu/ft2 = 11.36 MJ/m2).
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developed. This approach is well-suited when energy use data
and building characteristics data are available on a large
number of buildings. A number of technical issues have been
addressed:
•

•
•
•

•

The savings PDF is obtained from the pre- and postretrofit PDF through a convolution, both for a single
building and for a portfolio of buildings.
Smoothing using kernel density estimation is applied.
A neighborhood methodology to increase the size of the
peer groups has been presented.
Pre- and post-buildings may be correlated. A pre-building
that is better than average in its peer group is likely to be
better than average in its peer group after retrofit. Such
correlations have an important effect in risk analysis. A
methodology for handling such correlations is presented.
As new buildings are added to the database, the probability distributions may change. Statistical tests, such as
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests and quantile-quantile
plots, are done to evaluate if the change is within
expected ranges.
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